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A friend recently sent
me an article on the Little
Plover River and how it
dried up last summer due
to pumping of the ground
water for irrigation and a
municipal water supply.

I have very fond memo
ries of fishing trout on
this riviJr. As a young .boy;
I biked across the woods
so that I could play in its
waters; inspected frogs,

. salamanders, insects, and
plants living in, on, and
under; fished the stocked
trout of Springville pond

until I knew better; hunted
squirrils from its banks;
camped near to hear its
water move through the
night; learned of muck; net
tle and cold spring water;
watched hummingbirds
drink the nectar from wild
flowers; and lived on its
shores east of Eisenhower
A\ienue with the company
of deerflies before moving
away, perhaps forever.

This river, along with
family and friends, shaped
me into the person I am
today.

Now the woods around
this gem are suburban
lawns. The wildness of the
river has diminished, yet
shards remain. With infre
quent trips back to Plover,
I've watched demand for
water grow. And now, places
I once fished may become
trout-less. However, we

'do ,ha~e the. knowledge to
reverse dewatering and to
restore the river and the
land around it.

What has been is being
lost, and future children
of the area may not know

what was so beautiful and Decisions were made that
worth protecting. Will the resulted in the depletion of
commwlity race to protect the groundwater for this
that which remains, or have .-stream's headwaters. A com-
the memories faded and munity can make decisions
the will weak? It is easy to. to reverse this degradation.
attribute such loss to "prog- I have hope that people
ress." Farmers need water, still living near this small
and growing municipalities river will communicate with
need it ever more. What farmers and government .1

conservation measures 'official's and work together' "
have been explored and to protect and restore this .

. implemented? Is it worth it unique natural resource.
to exploit water from some Thank you,
other nearby drainage to
save the unique at the cost
ofthe common?

Plover
stretchingits
limits

I am puzzled,. and
maybe other readers are
too! On Wednesday I read

. in the Journal the water
system manager for Plover
saying "the aquifer is so
large..." and "there is a lot
ofwater."

On Thursday we' read
that .the Little Plover
River has once again dried
up~ Can Mr. Fritsch fur
ther explain to the readers .
his position? Could it be
that all this growth and
development that is alleg
edly so good for everything
and everybody has a finite
limit and we are reaching
it?
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